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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING MEETING 

 

Minutes of the meeting held on 15th January 2020 at 18:30 at the Pavilion, Meriden Sports 

Park  

  

Present: Mrs M Lee (ML), Cllr R Weaver (RW), Mr G Russell (GR), Cllr J Hughes (JH), Mrs 

S Edwards (SE), Mr J Edwards (JE), Mr L Edwards (LE), Ms Jo Wart (JW) and Mr N Pearce 

(NP) 

  

1. Welcome & Apologies  

ML welcomed members of the group and accepted apologies from Mr M Barlow (MB) and Mr 

D Bell (DB). 

  

2. Minutes of 06-11-19 

Minutes were approved. 

 

2.1 Matters arising & actions 

Covered in agenda items below. 

 

3. Appointment of Chair of the NDP Steering Group 

RW informed the group that DB had agreed to Chair the group with the departure of ML. The 

group thanked ML for all her hard work as Chair of the group. 

  Regulation 14 consultation – progress on Basic Conditions Statement 
 

4. Regulation 14 Consultation – Progress of Basic Conditions Statement 

ML informed the group that she had made progress on the comments to be included in the 

NDP after Reg 14, and that any she had included had been highlighted in yellow for review 

by NP. JH and RW are to continue this work.  

 

NP informed the group he had prepared the Basic Condition Statement and he was due to 

WeTransfer the Consultation Statement with text highlighted in red to be infilled.  

 

Action: RW, ML and JH to begin work on Reg 14 Comments and infilling the 

Consultation Statement. Once complete WeTransfer this back to NP for review.  

 

NP and JW discussed the parking policy in the NDP and the potential for this to be rejected 

by the Inspectorate, after discussion both came to the conclusion that it would be down to 

which Inspector as to whether this would pass. RW pointed to the fact that MPC has paid 

into having a Local Enforcement Officer in the area as parking is becoming a problem and 

has the potential to get worse, NP stated this should be included in the policy as evidence. 

ML also showed members photographic evidence that was being collated to support this 

policy. NP also asked JW to include the detail in SMBC’s objection to the parking policy in 

response to new draft of NDP. 
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Action: Include the LEO as evidence to having 1 parking space per bedroom as well as 

photographic evidence of parking problems.  

 

ML asked NP if he could look at policies NE4 and NE6 and whether policy NE4 could be 

renamed ‘Priority Habitats’. ML also discussed whether a section should be included on 

Climate Change to align with SMBC and MPC work surrounding this issue. NP asked 

whether there was a need to include this as it could be covered in the other policies in the 

current NDP and RW pointed to the fact charging points are to be included in all new 

developments.  

 

Action: NP to see how the inclusion of this issue should be worded and whether it 

was needed. 

 

ML moved the conversation onto policy BE6 and asked the group whether we needed a 

specific policy around ‘Designing Out Crime’ after comments from West Midlands Police. 

NP advised it was straight forward enough to write with a number of other NDP’s having 

one but asked if it was worth having it as a singular policy as safety designs had been 

weaved throughout the whole NDP. ML advised crime wasn’t an issue coming through in 

the resident’s survey and again sough clarification as to whether a new policy was needed 

as evidence from community engagement highlighted crime as not being an issue and the 

problems this would create in justification of a singular policy. NP thought that the issue was 

sufficiently covered throughout the NDP. 

 

There was a discussion about the merits and demerits of CIL. The spending of CIL money 

has to be CIL compliant. There is a list and JW or NP will get the list for us. ANPR is not 

specific to development so can’t be included. The NPPF Para 56 (Need to check) says any 

CIL monies that a Parish Council receives has to be related to development; it’s necessary 

in planning terms; directly related to development; fair and reasonable in scale and kind. 

The Parish Council has five years to spend the CIL receipt and the local authority has to 

agree to it. 

 

Action: JH to email NP copy of SMBC’s CIL policy. JW or NP to send through the CIL 

Compliant list. 

 

ML cited the concern of an increase in HGV traffic through the village and what could be 

done to combat this. The group discussed SMBC’s suggestion to include some new 

weight/height restrictions in place to help reduce this or include TROs. RW questioned 

whether this would be worth it as the village is often used as a diversion route when the 

A45 is closed and that the TROs would become invalid. Members all shared the concerns 

of an increased HGV traffic in the village and noted that it has got worse with the arrival of 

HS2 traffic as well as existing Quarry traffic.  
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5. Regulation 16 Consultation Statement – Progress Updates and Next Steps 

JW advised the group that SMBC is awaiting responses from the Environment Agency but 

had been informed that this is not unusual and would chase to get this resolved. JW also 

discussed the potential timeline as there are local elections this year and we would be going 

into a period of purdah which would limit when Reg 16 could begin. The group all agreed to 

work towards a date of Monday 11th May 2020. NP said that the purdah period could be used 

to rectify any issues before Reg 16 and ML highlighted that we are in a good position and 

things should begin to move forward. NP asked JW whether SMBC still used the same 

agency for the appointment of an inspectorate. JW confirmed they did and NP shared that in 

other instances he has only received 2 CVs instead of 3.  

 

Action: JW to push for EA response.  

 

6. AOB 
No. 

 

7. Date of next meeting 

The group agreed the 19th February 2020 as the next meeting to be held at 18:30 at 

Meriden Sports Park.  


